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Intelligence is] not so important as character and will—Prof. Albert Einstein

FROM
THE

tuibent

NEWS
Some Dance Deficits
Freshmen TurnTables

VOL. LXI No. 26

The Faculty Objects
Sir Edward is Dead
Scholarships to Third
Pemocracy Leans on Education
Canham of the Monitor
Save the Schools
THOMAS

MUSGRAVE

X

„ seems a law of society to <lesa man "ho ,ooks discontented
because if* requirements liave compelled him to part with all he values
i„ his life—Goethe.
)iso

S LAST three dances of thei
vear at Carnegie
have had1
deficits. The last one, the Junior Prom, one of the two major
formate thus far, wan in the red
BOre than $150. An editorial in the
Tartam points out that there were
23 complimentaries and a total attendance of 90 couples. These complimentaries are not the ones given
to chaperones, etc. They represent
a ticket sale loss of $92. Moreover.
it seems strange to us at Bates that
$3 25
a college can afford to pay
jor an orchestra for 90 couple.?.

T

LEW1STOX, MAINE, WEDNESDAY. FEBIUAKY 28. \\VA_

^OUTLINE OF THE CASE OF Thi
SUNDAY
Carl Heldman '35
Ly LJjr% X
COUNCIL
AND
SUNDAY
T
ENNIS
P
^
^
To Captain Hockey
ARE not wilting to make the Student the instrument of
Sextet Next Year WEretaliation
for personal grievances. For the past few weeks
Carl Heldman ':v» goal tender
on the (iarnet hockey sextet, was
elected captain of varsity lioekey
for next year at a meeting of the
lettermen Monday.
Heldman was named on the AllMaine puck team selected by Referee Pat French, and his record
during the season has been outstanding. The lettermen eligible
to vote were Frank Soba, Richard
Secor, Chick Toomey, Jack Kugg,
Arthur Oilman, Howard Norman,
Damon Stetson, Spencer Ftirbunh,
Carl
Heldman,
and
Bernard
Loonier.

Pres. Of Student
Council Defines
Word 'Bi-monthly'

TRACK
MEET IN CAGE
SATURDAY, P. M.
PRICE, 10 CENTS

TENNIS
NOW
X
^* * *

WAITINQ ATTENTION
OF STUDENT COUNCIL

we have criticized the Student Council for its general inactivity, but none of our words were intended in a personal way. We
are sorry that they provoked the sort of answer that was delivered in
Chapel yesterday morning. We try to be as conscientious and as
serious about our work as the Council should be in connection with
its duties.
Let us outline in this editorial the case of Sunday tennis in which
we fee] that the Council has been negligent.
Although.the faculty committee on athletics reported after in-j
vestijjation last Spring that the students' petition for Sunday tennis
should not pass, the whole faculty allowed the bill, effective as soon |
as the proper regulation was provided. For administration the mat-1
ter was referred back to the committee on athletics. But that body
wisely decided that the students should have the supervision of the i
game and planned to place it in the hands of the Student Council. | oport UI1

Faculty Group
Awaits Action By
Governing Body

the duly elected representatives of the men of the college. A mem-1
ber of the faculty committee
Councilors to submit a list
afternoons. With this plan
>1. *._
ofP the
courts
and1 iL
the. care of1!
would take action.

QoiVhotVi Vnc
OdOUdUl ITUD

gible Last Fall—

informally asked at least one of the j
plan
of regulations governing play Sunday!
JNeeu rOf irian
before them providing for the conduct |
XIITTT:T:
il __. _£*._ «A *-l, ,. anmiKil TOA it w L-UIII
the equipment, the committee, it is said. ATHLETIC COMMITTbfc
eccvs CO-OPERATION
PO.nPFRATION
SEEKS

Famous Bobcat Crew Institutes
First Annual Guessing Contest
In Regard To Lake Andrews Ice
Judges To Pre"se^^p^do^s^rizes To Winners- Gold Plated Gold Fish Globe
Offered As Special Award
By Contest Editor
When will the ice have Lake Andrews!
Your guess is as good as mine but it your guess .s 1 K e than
.„„,, it may be that yon will be able to win a go d plated BoUfiM
"lobe or sune similar award. The Bates crew, always interestedLin
the weUare of the college, is anxious to begin active practice as soon
as possible, ami with this in mind has instituted the First Annual
Lake Andrews Ice Guessing Contest.

SOME ACTION would have been in order, for the weather was.
Desire Arrangement For
suitable. Tom Barnes, custodian of the gym. says that it was
possible to play tennis for three and perhaps four weeks last |
Regulation of Courts
were
Yet the regulations without which playing was impossible were!
fa
And Equipment
not forthcoming.
lot uieumwiy. The
i ne luciuiv
faculty c»Minunit-*r
committee did
nm not
m/i take
K»««- action.
«....—..
Headquarters for this contest arcnaturally believing that if the (students wanted to play they would
in Parker Hall, which is located on
to
T THE University of Maryland
Bates students who desire
lhe beautiful shores of
historic
have taken steps in that direction. As a matter of fact, the student
A the freshman
class
gained
play tennis on Sunday may he Lake Andrews. Anyone who is able
i
i
«i __» l
j.U-1 o
.1
*.
:„ ....,„ ..11,.,..„,1 !
An
assembly
of
the
student
body
body
did
not
know
that
Sunday
tennis
was
allowed!
the front pages last week when
to read and write, including the
was held In Chanel yesterday mornApproximately two months ago two members of the Student able J.^JJUJ^XJ* professors, is eligible to enter the
they announced that "open rebel- ing with Julius JiOmbardi, president
All guesses should be I
lion" existed between them and the or the Student Council, presiding. interested in the subject, asked Lombard, why the Counct had not ■£ Younei! take some action on contest.
mailed, telegraphed, or sent
by i
sophomores
because
the second- Following the assembly, the seniors acted after so many months
He replied that he had not had the Jjg*™^ before June and ar- special messenger to some member i
filled out their activity sheets and time, but that something would be done soon. In the interim noth- J™
^ ^
year class "had shirked their duty voted on class superlatives for the
thaf is of the STl'DKNT staff or to somo '
\ meeting of the Politics Club
(No collect
as sophomores by lax and inefficient Mirror.
inp has been done, and strange as it seems Lombardi on Monday said
.£..
'
t
tne Faculty Coin- member of the crew.
will be I»-1<1 in Llbbey Forum
that the matter had not been given to the Council. This was, we J«-n •
j^j^ The right t0 telegrams accepted.)
Tuesday evening. At the meeting
enforcement of the 'trosh' rules".
The president of the Student
By special arrangement with the
there will '«■ motion pictures of
feel, in direct contradiction of his prom.se of two months before.
Council, in his opening reSo the first-year men outlined five
o)) g^might have
Lake
Andrews
Improvement
ComItaly and a talk on Fascism by a
marks,
presented
a
brief
disSince the Council had no power we altered our plans and sent i • „rantcd last fan* if the Coun- mission, and in conjunction with the
rules for the sophs:
Sophomores
member of the faculty, Angelo
cussion of the meaning and
an Enquiring Reporter to ask each of the Councilors why they had cil
>u had
\M» taken
must say "sir" to freshmen, appear
t^m )ho initij,tiv|1
Garnet
Ice
Company,
the
following
Bertocci.
the initiative.
derivation of the word "biprizes will be awarded: First Prtse
not taken some steps to get power and hasten action on tennis last
at cheer practise, must discontinue
The meetiiiK is open to a limitmonthly."
After some com—the
ice;
Second
Prize—Lake
Anfall. Two Councilors gave statements to the reporter. But When |
ed number of students who are
ments on the number of hutcutting across the campus, must
Prof. Oliver F. Cutts. chairman of drews; Third Prize An all expense
not members of the organization.
tons on a vest and the numLombardi heard of it. he prevailed upon them to retract. His reason the Athletic Committee, announced tour on the Lake Andrews Ferry;
wait till the frosh have been seated
Donald M. Smith, president of the
ber of eggs in a chocolate cake,
was that the Council rules say "that no words or evidence of the yesterday that the disposition of Fourth Prize- -1 wo lire tickets M>
in the Commons, must wear "rat"
Politics < lub. will preside ut the
he introduced the musical proSunday tennis and the possibility of the Lake Andrews regatta which
Council
shall
be
reported
out
of
the
Council."
Yet,
he
assured
us
caps.
meeting.
using the courts on a Sabbath af- A-ill take place during commencegram.
. ternoon rests with the Student Coun- ment to commemorate the Battle of
Several prominent student mu- that the Council had not handled tennis.
Then, if the Council has discussed tennis in their meetings as cil and Faculty Committee. Before Salami; Fifth and List Prize—The
THE Student Council at St. sicians,
including Almus Thorp,
Lawrence last week heard the Clyde Holbrook, Norman DeMarco, Lpmbardi'8 reasoning seems to indicate, why lias the faculty decision Sunday tennis can be officially beautiful $250. OO telephone booth ei terminators.
Every entry should he accomcomplaint from
members of Edward Small, and Josiah Smith, concerning it not been announced? Practically all the Councillors granted the Council must evolve a which is the pride and joy of East
plan for the supervision Of playing, I Parker Hall.
panied'l.v a brief statement prethe faculty that students at recent participated in the program.
;
rabh not exceeding 25 words reIt is likely that another student declared to the STUDENT last spring in favor of Sunday tennis. and the Faculty Committee awaits I,
Judges in the contest, although ilate,!
house parties have shown a lack of assembly will be held sometime dur- Now added to their own inclinations is an obligation to the student I this plan.
to the guess. The gold plated
they haven't bopii notified ret, Will gold tlsh globe is a special prize
propriety toward their chaperones. ing the next two months.
Faculty Mot in June
body, but they are silent.
• . *
be Coach Have Morey, Weatherman
that will be awarded for the best
Students have been careles-i about
WE LEAVE the whole discussion to the discretion of the stuFor some weeks last spring the i Lloyd Fisher. Wliut-a-man Art Gll- statement
providing the judges deman.
and
Fitterman.
Oilman
lias
question
of
Sunday
sports
was
one
keeping faculty exchanges, and in
dent body. We feel that the discussion for the past few
cide that any of the statements is
of
the
chief
topics
of
conversation
1
D
loaned
to
the
oommitte.
many casej the faculty and their
weeks has been beneficial
Elections <™">rt«kd»rt ;;; — —- ^ne Faaulty, during a , ;^lgn"^-c0UVteSy of the makers worthy of such an award. After all,
wives have been forced to sit out
month and the truth has become evident that students should expect reRlllar noting in June, agreed to of Apco a spirited organization that life in a gold fish globe isn t just
several dances
alone.
Transportaction from the candidates whom they honor with election.
i place the final disposition of Sun- deals in light fly killers and roach a bowl of cherries.
Ill the heat of the controversy we are afraid that we apparently • day tennis in the hands of the Comation has not been provided on cold
Bights either.
T.ie
injured ones
erred last week when we said that "the Council has been discredited ! -g- -JgSFb £ ■££
to a degree by the administration itself.
We have no definite proot . has fcBBWIBeed that his Committee
threaten to strike.
that that is so, and President Gray declares that he has no reason to expects the students to handle the
discredit the organisation. That does not in the least destroy the matter through the Council,
r \NY
composers
have
died
since this
column ha.i been
validity of our assumption that the Council, from the point of view | ^M^students have^had no wjy
published, bui none deserve |
of the student, has been inactive.
has been
the
n
on
Sunday
mention more than Sir Edward KlBut the evils of the Council will go on probably, just as tailings u,lUativ,.:iy granted, and the failure
gar. noted composer of "Pomp and
continue to exist all over the world. We are of the opinion that much , of lhe council to make plans for
rynnar.
Circumstance", who died last weea
at the age of 77. Admired by the
of benefit could be gained if the Councilors were not renom.nated the regulation of thf «»» "vented ReCOl'ds Will Be In Danger—Many UOSe KaCeS
people* ot
several
nations, this
Theodore
Seamon
and
Frank automatically each year; if the candidates were o bilged to. stand on ;-urts^ anjl ££••«, *™«£ \ *^™J To Fpature Renewal Of Andent
the possible adoption of the new
series ot marches was written for Murray, Bates forensic ambassadors
rules in 1933.
the coronation of Edward VII. Elgar. of good will to Canada, were the definite platforms of contemplated action.
Sunday SkatiiiR
the master of the king's music, was speakers in chapel Saturday and
recognized for hie genius in his life- Monday mornings respectively. »
At the present time, when there
1 MM Bates track team *« mecT its ancient rival the PrtwaalU
time, an unusual experience. He wae their talks they
emphasized
the
is ice. students are allowed to skate
r M^inc „?i r.ck and field meet thai will be held in the laU-s rag*. Sattruly British, and his music was excellent receptions they received on
on Sunday afternoon.
Many stu- Id
tier M o. tat " seen.s to havean even chance of gaining revenge for
dent tennis players are anxious to
characterized by reticence and the their .tour and mentioned wmecon^
.""
four
straighi defeats it has sUrfe,ed_from the^niversity team.
have a similar privilege during the
afiVterity of that vigorous and parisons of American and Canadian
spring and fall, and although none
healthy people.
colleges.
Practically every event will bring
of the students hope to play tennis together
Both students brought hack to
rivals of equal caliber with
for several weeks, if some action is
SCHOLARSHIPS totaling $20,000. the campus a good «»»•*»'*?£
taken now the plan can be put into little to choose between them. The
less,
and
there
have
been
many
re
with an average stipend of $10o.
meet should
provide one of the
~~~
-..
operation as soon as the weather is greatest track contests seen here
will go to one-third ot the Bow- quests on campus to have.the debaters
speak
again
in
chapel.
doin student body. This is a startin years.
Seamon. in his talk
'^turday.
ling amount of aid for scholastic
In the dash Bates pins its hopes
ability and otherwise for a school, naid tribute to the unusually fine
on Harrv Keller to take over Hill,
which is actually smaller than our* coaching that was largely responsiHiggins and Huff of Maine It will
Among the plums are six State Of STtor the sreat record made b>
give a great deal of satisfaction to
C
Maine awards for $500 each Yet
the other members of the squad to
With ".he. snort seasons fast dra«in«C to a r"<*<^™°™ »t*n«on will
we auger that no one wants to
see Keller race Hill as some feel
KVf^V.s the univ^rsi; I now «f ^^ *^ fiWStfST*JStitS^t!
that Harry placed ahead of Hill In
transfer.
Tie. they visited, but a ded that in k^^rf, lr «£ . ,"^,^
.L far,
",,.tthus
far, and
and he
he pians.o
plans to have
have the
the ends
ends r.^.r.
report
the Cniversity Club games, although
07"
the
officials
judged
otherwise.
E V E R A L thousands of the h0the SK-mura.dC,c^ti[?or | ESSIES* aTloTi;..'.^ w£* - emarKed program of work with
SEV
Bucky Gore runs a close second to
country's
leading
educators
the
backfield
candidates.
K
instnuUons
than
intercollegiCO
Keller and should place
were warned Monday at a con- ate competition.
w«
In the practice drills thus
far'
The wav Kishon soared over the
Madame Blanche T. Gilbert, head
vention in Cleveland that American
On Monday morning Frank Mur- most of the emphasis has ten on
hurdles in the Bridgeton meet in of the French Department, anschools and colleges to a large expunting
and
passing,
and
while
this
6 1-5 seconds was encouraging to
tent hold the future of democracy
Prize
stress on the kicking and aerial at-,
everyone as Purinton is equally as nounces that the French
iu their hands. The warning came known in Canada wnie
tack
will
continue,
there
will
also
i
fast. Either one or both have an Speaking Contest will be held on
from the titular head of the nation s
be added attention to other departexcellent chance of beating. Goddard Campus this year during the week
school system. Dr. George I. Zook,
mentsTof the game.
U S. Commissioner of Education. He
of Maine.
of April 9. Contrary to the custom
Students
rooming
in
East
It
was
announced
last
week
by
' New Offensive Attack
The 300 will depend largely on of past years, the contest will be
says: teach a better system of dis- Te maSre.tySamare not expected to
Parker
had
a
meeting
yesterday
the
athletic
association
that
Prof.
Since the plans for a new offenwhich team gets the pole position.
tribution
and
spread
education
noon in regard to the telephone
Howell Lewis would become coach Goddard is Maine's best bet and Is in two sections: one prize will be
attend.
sive aitack is one of the big reasons
among adults.
Which
has
been
out
of
commisof
tennis
this
spring
in
place
of
for hiring the indoor drills, {he
teamed with Huff and Hill. Bates awarded to a contestant of French
sion since mid-year examinations.
George "Pop" Tufts who withdrew has Frank Pendleton and Barney origin and another prize to a nonfiarnej coaches will begin work that
ERWIN CANHAM '25. a debater
A
committee
was
selected
to
conit particularly concerned w ith he
because of business reasons.
Marcus, the latter a freshman. French student who has studied the
and
former
editor of the
sult with the proper authorities
tew torm of combat.
As yet tlu
Popular Choice
Either one of these five seems capSTUDENT, is continually surin
the
hope
that
service
may
be
xact-details of the new offense reHaving a professor, a varsity able of scoring as anything can language.
Bv dividing the contest in
two
prising those who follow his careen
nain a mystery, but Coach Morey
restored.
coach is an innovation at Bates, and . happen In the jockeying that wil.
sections it is felt that all the conMembers of the committee are
A year ago he was promoted by
"as announced that the new plans
the plan is likely to appeal to both I take place on the first corner.
testants will have a fairer chance
the Christian Science Monitor, one
Vill entail some complicated hand.lames O'Connell, Richard Secor,
faculty and students. The choice of
Provost and Shaw are Maine's out- than if all competed for the same
Joy Dow. and Milton Lindholm.
of the leaders of the trade to head
ing of the ball, and with this In
1
coach
will
be
popular
among
the
,
Te
hOC
a
ha
standing 600 yarders and have been
dew the halfbacks will go to work : Julius Lombardi, president of the
d d v^sitr
by lhe
its Washington bureau. Hejiadi"8 awarded
students, as "Bud" Lewis has always turning in very fast times in the prizes.
varsity "uers
ie
8imiiar
hUweek to improve their technique, Student Council, presided at the
The first contest of such a nature
completed a brillant term »s Geneva
shown an active interest in the sports i Maine cage.
Les Hutchinson and
and London correspondent. JNowu* nfn.be? ?&A» -en a- with the porkhide.
' meeting.
here, as he has in other students Clayt Hall will prove formidable was held at Bates three years ago
The matter of timing is an lmfor students of the college and was
is writing a daily column ««« ™£ warded numerals.
, opponents while running on their won by Frank Murray '34, in his
Toomev has shown ability both as activities.
.ortant element in the new Bobcat,
ington on the last page of the)Mon
While
at
the
College
of
Emporia
Much
His shift to
home track.
freshman year. Two years ago an
tfense
Much attention
attention will
will be apasser and blocker
itor. His wather writes the agricult- , °" the 'LVrankSoraac'kRugg.
took up tennis and advanced to
One of the high spots of the meet intercollegiate contest
wen to this detail, and the Bates ne quarterback post is by no means he
was held
0 Ur
ni0r
S
ural news in the Sun-Journal.
the
semifinals
in
an
intercollegiate
5
S p e ncer
F^hush.
and
Bernard Jncarr.ers are due to be drilled delinite. but if it proves advisable
I will be the 1000 yard run with with Boston University. The wintournament.
Since
then
he
has
been
Loomer. Other Lettermen are Ri- n h?s technical aspect of the game ne wil, appear as a field general
I Bucky Gore threatening the cage
Cohen,
Bates
an enthusiastic devotee of the sport, ' record of 2:21 3-5 which he just ner was Augusta
THE N. E. A. has started a drive chard Secor, Chick Toomey, Arthur .^ « large extent during the next next lall.
V.
•32, and the second prize was award0 8
and
in
the
summer
coaches
at
a
Oilman, Howard Norman. Damon
JSTfwoT
Ed Curtin is another hockey playmissed by one fifth of a second when ed to Charlotte Cutts '33, daughter
for an "act to save the schools
i»u.
propaganda suggests that Stetson and Carl Heldman. This week or Toomey
er who is working with the quarter- camp in New Hampshire of which he beat Saunders in the interclass of Professor O. F. CutUs. The
At Quarter
he
is
a
director.
backs. He is. in many respects, a
meet. His chief contender will be competition was omitted last year.
everyone write to his legislative fndicat^that there wfllbe a «Qg
Has Playing Ability
Ken Black, the state half-mile recKood leader, and this ie one of the
representatives and demand help for nucleus of veterans available tor
In the past, prizes for the com
In addition to his own playing ord holder and state mile and twobig reasons why the Garnet coaches
*
the schools. This is why: 2,300,000 the sextet next year.
h ^ been aonated by local
l
are using him in the signal calling ability. Prof. Lewis possesses a com- mile champion. Last year Black boa. f »° £n t8
Franco-American
aivd
boys and girls who desire an edThe ten freshmen to receive numprehensive knowledge of the finer' Jellison in the mile and Butler in
of BateSi and lt is expected
ucation have been forced out ol erals are Wesley Dinsmore, Robert nssions. Coach Morey plans to
Handsome .Tack At Left Half
points of the game, and he will un- the 1000 at Orono. Jlammond and | ^^ these game persons wiu respond
schols; 2,000 schools are closed; Ha'kell, Harold Gordon.
Richard SSSln. from njs usual post at end
Jack Parfltt, who has done some doubtedly do a very successful job
200 000 teachers are without jobs: Loomi . Alfred
Harold ^^^cl.nill will be tried
ATfrnd Chesley.
Chesley
"c^nTinu^I on Page 4
as generously as they have before.
with the team.
one'of every five who is employed ChrUtianson. Merle McClnakey. ^ to ««
at
t> in the Blg„.|
Continued on Page 3
receive less per year than common son Lewis. Frederick Martin. anal a„ing department.
laborers under the NRA: thousands Charles Hodgkins.
teach without any hope of pay.

Assembly Held Monday
—Musical Program
Presented

Prof. Bertocci To
Discuss Fascism
Tuesday Evening

Murray Reports
Non-Compulsory
Chapel In Canada

M;

Bobcat Cluster Seeks Revenge
In Annual Track And Field Meet
With Maine Saturday Afternoon

Seamon Pays Tribute
To Unusually Fine
Coaching

Sure To Feature Renewal Of Ancient
Rivalry Of Two Schools

Coach Morey Arranges Enlarged
Program of Work This Week For
Backfield Men In Indoor Drill

Ends To Report To-morrow—Garnet Mentors favorable.
Make Plans For New Offensive Attack
|
—Toomey Shifted To Quarter
LeWlS OUCCeedS

-t Sr£ere -%- SS^

George Tufts As
I Coach Of Tennis

East Parkerites
Professor-Coach Role
Have Meeting On
Is Innovation
At Bates
Telephone Crisis

Hockey Players
Receive Awards

French Speaking
Contest Will Be
In Two Sections

Head Of Department
Announces Details
Regarding Prizes

tlf
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THE
BATES STUDENT

GUEST EDITORIAL

Book Briefs

The
Student Looks
at the
' World

Illness Causes
Postponement Of
Peace Competition

The Bird of Diiwiiiiiii. John Masefieid
Editor's note- It is a custom of; the ability to act decisively and Mucinillnn Company, New York,
The Stale Oratorical Contest
the Student each year for the editor ] wisely when unknown situations i!);t:{.
scheduled for February 2« at th«.
to ask the preceding editor to sub- j arise; these are but
Whether you have landlubber or
Little Theatre has been postponed
baa
mit an editorial after the latter's contributions that football
until March « on account of tl10
THOMAS W. MTJSGEAVE, '8*
sea-faring
blood
in
your
veins
you
made.
graduation. We have asked Clive
Editor - In - MM
sadden illness of the contestant
There is nothing more pathetic will find pleasure and thrill in read(Tel. 1418-W)
Knowles '33, former editor, for the
from Colby College. There aning
this
recent
novel
by
Englandthan
the
sight
of
a
group
of
portly,
Publishing Office Tel. 4490
article which appears here under
like the
three entries, one from Bates, one
poet
laureate
Masefield.
bald,
middleaged
men
trying
to
rehis name.
NEWS STArr
from Colby, and one from n„,
Managing Editor
capture the friendships of their col- lat° Polish writer. Joseph Conrad,
By
C1.1VK
KXOWI.ES
Isidore Arils, - '34 (Tel. 1418-W)
. City Editor
I iiiversity of Maine. EUchard Slot.
Chicago, January, 1933. lege youth. It is not that sort of was a seaman before he was a
Bond Perry, 35 (Tel. 1418-W)
Women's Editor
son '84 has been selected as tht
3)
t
rm» DQVJ10 M. SMITH
Intercollegiate Editor
"A chance to say the things that friendship that we art- thinking of writer, and has the necessary backHates representative. Like tile
D t Edit0I we would like to say while we are when we speak of the inestimable ground to write vividly of the ^sea.
Albert Oliver, '34 (Tel. 853)
"""
Others, he will deliver an original
in college, but that we couldn't get value of the few real friendships and of the men who sail her. Tim THK KNKMY BKHIXI* THKBeporters
oration on the subject of peace
with faculty members and students is a tale of a China Tea Race some AMERICAN FI.A<;
Abbott Smith '34, Dorothy Mc-Allist-r '34. Ruth Carter '34 Pauline Jones '34, Elizabeth awav with"; that was the idea in
to! severtv vears ago and follows tac.
privileged to
and will !*• eligible for one of t|1P
Potdick '35 WillArd HigKius '35, Carl Milliken '35, Jean Murray '35, Stowell \\are 35 the minds of those who inaugurated which w< have been
Now and then a particularly huthree prises. The prizes arc cash
iTufe wlll'iams '35, Beulah WMer '85. Rosie «»,'^"' ' =' S",^! ^j • 6 the custom of having the editor of enjoy. There is more stimulation °f adventures of one -Cruiser" TreWSr morous issue of the National RepPredland '36, Pauline Hanson '36, Nils LennartKon SO. Thelma King 36, Ph>llis fona
to be found;, burv and thirteen other A. B.s IAOJ< ublic appears. The latest one is reamount* of fifty, thirty, ami
the preceding year write an edito- mind and personality
Kuth Rom '30, Cordon Jones '35, Harold Bailey 36.
with
certain
fa,
.."
'
,V
nV
Their
clipper,
the
!
ubiic
appears.
The
UUest
one
»-£
8e B
e
with certain •
a . kn "nor.
twenty dollars.
rial during the year following hi* through friendshipthan
SPORTS STAFF
is to gained !."," £?.£ Gauntlet", is rammed in thu.Utete with an account of the rev
Nathan Milbnry, '34, Editor
graduation from college. It was a culty members :,ks in Coram
,", uiantic and only these four- olutionists on campus and the en
Jack Riure '34, Damon Stetson '36, Bob Saunders '36, Ed Wintson 3o.
good idea in a way hut something from all the booroad statement,librabut leen
""**\!
o -caped from her. to bottle emy behind the gates . Because the air lines like Lindbergh and Win
BUSINESS BOABD
men escaped
_ ,. ,,,
.... Advertising Manager of a reflection upon the courage and ry. That is a lir
national convention of the students Rogers will kick, but the tax paying
it still remains true that an enthuainSl
9SSSSS''u ::::..'..'.'...: B».i»™M.ug., mental integrity of the Student edi- siasm
^^JSuTmS^Si in politics recommended a fight ag- public, should have a sign of relief.
for
a
wisdom
that
is
more
tor who would not dare to say what
davs. On .
Ralph Musgrave '35, James Oliver '35
ainst war and Fascism, opposition
he thought while he was in college. than book-knowledge still must be come upon the "Bird of Dawning . to any entrenchment in education. PIUVILK<;KI> CLASS OBJECTIOSK
caught,
from
a
personality
that
baa
mysteriously
abandoned.
Cruiser
Cents.
Those who started the idea did not
Suhcriution. $2.50 per vear in advance. Single Copies,
uopies Ten
len v,t™.
and protection of racial minorities,
Not only A. Lawrence Lowell, but
Written Notice of change ol address should he in .he hands of the Business Mai.ger hesitate to speak their mind while it and cannot be taught by the most go"es aboard, pumps out the wa,; r
they are described by the associate the American Bar Association haw.
erudite
of
scholars.
The
sharing
of
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
and
with
this
small
crew,
wins
the
they were in college and what they
editor
of
this
most
stupid
organ
of
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Published Wednesday said afterward was but a summary rich beautiful experiences with one's China Race by a fin. The story of
come out in opposition to the child
as socialists, communists, labor amendment. In general the
during the College Year by Students of Bates College. Entered as second class matter of
of what they had already said. Wc "buds" is something that, once this last lap is as swift, direct and chauvinism
slackers
and
"poisoned
by
master
the post office at Lewiston, Maine.
have nothing to add to what we known, cannot be forgotten, and v'vid as the flight of the dull-rigged minds of subversive radicalism hold- objections are concerned with ln,.
have said in the Student editorials that give depth to one's life. For .Upper herself or (if you're a land- ing down professorships in many of bolshevising of the American child.
of last year. Some things might be those who have contributed some- lubber) a runaway train.
learned men open their
the leading educational institutions When
\\T »
u
« *
Wanted: Graduates of Harvard, Yale. modified a little one way or the thing of beauty and of insight into
mouths and utter such ridiculous
E. C. S.
seething with redism". Another des- siatoments they make their
We're better laborers^ ,,,.,„„.,„„ t() leaI.n tht. restonrant busi- other, but on the whole we have the tru< meaning of the search for
cription of the League for Industrial
we cannot be too thankful.
•Tnmation ic interests plain. For man; years
with an AB degree neS8j starting as bus boys in famous Times said all that we have to say. There Truth
Democracy contains an exclamation
The stud'nt who enters the II
we may be pardoned perhaps
Harvard University was expl
Square restaurant; splendid opportunity; weekly salary to begin at fore,
because this organization which their scrub women to titc tune ol
for taking this opportunity to eva- in what he feels to be a just cause
counts among its supporters many wages below the legal minimum
luate the constructive influence? soon discovers that he will haw to
$15."
those who feel that their
of the "new dealers" should dare established in Massachusetts. The
More than 1,000 applicants answered this advertisement inserted that played upon our lives daring battle
openly advocate production for use American Bar have been consistently
!he four years at Bates. We know cause la quite as just as his is. A
in a New York paper by the Paramount illotel. Among them wen' that chapel is still a mockery of re- year as Editor of the Student preProf. Brooks Quimby, Director of instead of profit. The weekly is devoting their legal attention to the
graduates of colleges all over America and even some European uni- ligion, that the intelligent student ceded by two years of less active
attng, had just announced the supposed to stand for fundamental protection of property rights. There
versities. They included 12 doctors of philosophy and half a dozen with radical notions will find littl< participation in the questions whir!: debating squad for the second sem Americanism and has a couple of ought to be no argument with the
sympathy from a predominantly occupy the student mind gave us ester. There will be thirty-four editors with the good old Yankee view that the labor movement probPhi Beta Kappas.
i.ii-eiva'tive faculty, that the ad- three things: an appreciation for members now and these are eligible names O'Sullivan and Litschert.
ably knows how to belter care for
This is a concrete example of a condition thai thinking students ministration is conservative from the point of view of our opponents: to be in the annual debating picture WARS AMI RUMORS OF WARS
their economic interests than do
a
little
more
tolerance
of
that
witb
any
point
of
View
one
cares
to
view
have suspected for some lime. College trained men and women are a
which will be taken soon. As a re,A French correspondent of one of these new champions of the home,
Which we could not agree; and, in su'.!
it
and
often
unmindful
Of
what
the
of the recent prize debates for the Paris dailies doing some intellig- church, and fan'"/. For yean
"drug on the market." The time has passed when the college gradstudents think, that for most Bates spite of ourselves, something apuate was respected for his degree and as an educated man was as- women the men are dull tnot like preaching a sneaking admiration freshmen and sophomores. Prof. ent day-dreaming about the next stubborn employ,:, with the l\.-l|i
Quimby has added several students
sured an above average position in life. Students are realizing thai the Bowdoin hoys at all), that for for the mettle of those with whom to the membership of last semester. war strengthens the impression that of corporation lawyers have been
it will be a struggle not only between resisting any effort of the working
we
disagreed.
most
Hates:
men
the
women
are
incompetition in the world today demands something besides a string
Frank Murray '34 is the president, nations but between three seemingly class to Improve its living condition!
jufferable,
that
the
Carnet
is
still
Rating
of
Sludents
of letters after their names.
systems of government— at home and in the community.
•amateurish" and the Student still
Perhaps because as a student we of the Debating Council and Char- dissimilar
Mr. Harry W. Howe, assistant to Ihe President, made thai pro- "lonsv", that the Y.-M. C. A. is Still
rated low, we put last In our lotte Longley is secretary. The man- fascism, democracy and communism. STUDENT RFBKLLIONS
or the men's debates is Wend- We have had religious wars and a
found admission last week in Chapel. There are not enough posi- a racket, that the Lewiston Sun edi- list the value of the work in class all May
"3 4 while Margaret Perkins lot of talk about wars for demoerac>
At Syracuse University and Ohio
torials
might
be
"the
wanderings
of
w,
were
unite
Indignant
one
day
to
tions for even a sizable percentage of the graduates he said. We
a distorted mind'' and that the pa- discover thai a prof had given us a •36 Is the manager for the women. and self-determination. This next University the administi a::
ought to be more ingenious, more resourceful he cautioned, but tronizing Lewiston Journal edito- B, alt hough he had remarked to a The other members of the squad are war will be an entertaining and div- discomforted by student agitation
most important, he added, we should realise that the white collar rials columnist bears out the state- friend that ours was the best paper ae follow:.: Class of 1 *.»::■»: Robert erting slaughter because it will bo against compulsory K. O. T. C. The
must be exchanged for overalls. To some sludents that is perfectly ment that among "the third raters handed in and had also given sever- Fitterman, Frank Robinson, Theod- a class struggle on international Presidents, Flint and Rightmire, al
ore Seamon; Class of 1935: Gordon terras. The outcome will probably
that if R. O. T. C. is made voclear; they are the most practical ones. But to a large number of the second-raters are kings". W. al other students A's. Later, when Jones, Ralph Musgrave, Walter be that the few Asiatic tribes remote afraid
luntary and student opinion is not
know that the student mind thinks we found out that he marked stuothers, the statement comes as a revelation, pertinent and terrible. all of these things. We wish well to dents on the basis of what the;. Noil on. Bond Perry. Ray Stetson, from the conflict may have to begin surprei-^ed, there may be no army
They are of the cult, of students who have followed the advice given those w'ho continue the fight against, eould do. with their ability, and no; Thomas Vernon. Lillian Bean, Joyce civilization anew. Radicals who im- units at the universities. Chancellor
them when they came here as freshmen: that they leave outside them. However, the short perspec-j Upl)n any system of grading accord- I Foster: Class of 1930: Alonz i Go agine a war for the defense of the Flint has added Syracuse to the list
Union is another holy war
olleges, including Bates and C. C.
things for later years. The result is that when they are ready to tive which a few months gives us In i to What the other fellow did the mint, John Crockett, Edward Curtinj II Soviet
upon this "student life" that we {light began to dawn. For work un-' William Greenwood, Roger Fredland, forget the lessons of the last war. N. Y.. that make students approt
look for a living, they have no definite idea how discouraging condi- have just passed through leads us, (lev such profs and for the hard Irving Isaacson, Carleton Mabee. j Stupid as it scorns to many people accept a "yellow dog" contract ae :t
tions actually are. They have heard that education is all; that, the in the few lines that remain to grinding mental disciplines of sever- Edmund Muskie, David Whitehouae> •non-agression and non-resistance are condition of admii^ion. The student
al others we are also grateful.
Isabella Renaming, Prlscilla Heath, the better ways of preserving not permits himself to be expelled withintellectual will rescue the world. Now that they are about to go a different emphasis.
Wc are different now from what
Dorothy Martin, Leonore Murphy. only your own skin, but the civiliz- out explanation. It's about time the
Loyalty
forth they resemble Don Quixotes tilting with windmills.
we were when four years we made "Knowles is getting soft". This will Rutn Rowe; Class of 1937: Lawren- ation and culture that has warranted American students did some collectWe think that for the seniors Mr. Howe's advice may be good. our debut as a somewhat fat-head- probably bo the judgement of some ce Floyd. William Metz, Ernest Rob- many years of toll. To sacrifice ive bargaining and gained some fair
::. Harriett Durkee, Margaret the lives of the working class of play in college administration.
He suggested "casual" vocational reading. "Casual" preparation for ed and cocky freshman. So it is with of those who still remember the
of. us. What are the influences chapel struggles of a few years ago.
any country for another suicidal
sik.
one of the greatest jobs of our lives. For the lower classes they can all
that contributed most to those However, there is another angle
war will rob them of rewards they
do no better than to follow the few students who are striving to get changes? Briefly we will try to sum
which may explain our at'.ii
tho administration decided to raakl are nearer to attaining by national
everything possible out of their opportunities, with the idea of being them up in the hope that by so do- Perhaps In seeking to straighten out the two upper floors of Roger Will- organization and action than ever
not only good in their line but expert in that and several others. To ing we may throw a little light upon some of tli- things thai seem to us
a freshman dorm. The juniors before.
we think to have been of value destructive influences on society am. and seniors
these students college is no holiday; it is a brief moment when they what
who had been living nit; BUSINESS CORRUPTS
to us in our four years at Bates.
college life we lose sight of the there together were summarily told THK GOVERNMENT
are getting a running start on success.
Prof. Walter G. Stewart of the
Influence of Football
The air' transport companies who Cbemstry
department spoke on
A great many things have been constructive factors in the situatioi thai the next year they should have annually
The graduating class, however, can pride itself that its members
mulct the national gov- "Chemistry in Everyday Life" over
and
become
cynical
about
Bates
and
to
fiiul
accomodations
elsewhere.
claimed for and against football. our relationship to the college. It
will be better laborers armed with a degree.
ernment
for
about
ten
million
dollars:
They
petitioned
Mr.
Rowe's
office
station TOCSH last Friday.
From our personal experience we
.Id be evident thai a mind which that 'he change be a gradual one j are taking it on the neck. The exTelling of the invention an:!
are convinced of a few things about
poiMence
of
the
United
States
in
never
sees
the
constructive,
influenwitfa
outgoing
men
being
replaced
use of such chemicals as
Student Opinion and What comes of war, at last? Is the world football at Bates under Coach Mo- | ces that are present in an by freshmen until the change was granting subsidies to the railroads everyday
novocaine and dry ice, he stressed
rey. These are that no student can
the next War
""J' better oil'.' Far from it. The world is take part in football there without | institution cannot develop any rep'. completed in two years. With lei and steamship lines has given ab- the great part that various Chemicinfinitely worse off. Not only does youth coming awav with a deep apprecia- I loyalty to tha institution. Be- the semblance of a hearing their undant evidence of the graft gen- als occupy in the average American
lie dead and crippled, but ideals are shattered, dreams blasted. tion of the qualities of good sports- cause ot this fact it should be as petition was rejected. Each of the erated by those seeking the priv- life.
men then swore that never would ileges. In order to develop aviation
Prof. Stewart was tho tenth in
.Mountains of insurniontable tlebts are piled upon the shoulders of manship The abilitv to take it when much the concern of the administ- he send any friend or enemy of his a subsidy is necessary. It could be
necaaars without alibing; the ability | ration as the student to^ remove obthis year's series and will be followthe survivors. The world, il is perceived, lias gone cynical and bitter. to stand up to men who have all sit notions to the development of to Bates. It is with a realization of developed much cheaper without the ed March ninth by Dr. Edwin
A chilling blast has gone over Ihe world, shriveling up much that sorts of prestige and physical ad- loyalties to Bates. Until they are »Jie Cact that preoccupation with necessity of paying dividends to Wright of the English Department.
was lofty and noble inside the hearts of men. Murder has been done vantage and give them twice as removed there can be little hope of such conditions kept us from devel- holders of watered stock and salthat run as high as a million
There are two ways of meetand all the inusie. the uniforms, and patriotic fervor in the world much as they give you; the ability developing that loyalty in the pre- oping any deep loyalties to Bates aries
to develop a deep bond of fellow- sent student generation. An Illust- that we write in the hope that there and a half for three years service I ing difficulties; you aUer the dift'icannot wipe out the shame and the folly of it.
ship with one's teammates in the ration of this is an incident that oc- may be a change in the proper direct- at directors meetings. A few prom-1 culties or you alter yourself to meet
incnt allies and paid officials of the them—Phyllis Bottome.
That is war as wc see it. As a subject of conversation al ihe :ooperative play of the game: and curred during our Junior year when ion.
present time it is the most popular among college men. There is a
good reason for that. If the United States does go to war — the
possibility is remote, for the present, at least—our generation would
be the first to go. THere is tie glory from war. Witness how the
soldiers of the lasl war are being used and how they have been
used ever sine;' the grand debacle ended. There is no reason io
think that the c irenmstances will be different in the next war.
Mere immediate to the question is the possibility of our going
to war. War is Ihe product of propaganda in nearly every case.
Propaganda creates hysteria, the hysteria becomes more intense,
soon becomes a fever, and almost before we realise il the international bankers have hurled, us into ihe conflict. Nationalism, as
we see it about us in Europe is a prime factor in the psychology
Hint leads to war. but here in the United Slates, nationalism, while
it is on the ascendancy, is still not a force powerful enough to mean
war. Yet war "scares" are all too prevalent. College folks arc
looked to in times such as these. The world may not want us to
work for it. but it feels that we have access to the best minds, and
are reliable authorities. Let us maintain our equilibrium. War is a
state of the mind, and if the imminence and the necessity of it is
preached often enough, we will be shouldering guns and be off for
the wars. However, on the other hand, if we argue that wars are
fought by the people; that wars are impossible without them; that
wars are impossible if the mass refuses to believe the patriotic lies
that are told them; then, the college man will come into his own
as a leader of the community. Too long we have tolerated the attitude that the world should he in the hands of "mature" men—
the world is uttered with a religious deference—and too long has
the world been corrupt and bitter, sensing the inevitability of wars
and grief. Now, we feel, it is youth's turn. He Cannot fail to d.o as
good as his father has done; there is every chance in the cards
that he will do better. So public opinion will start in the colleges,
and will start in a small way. by youth ridiculing the necessity of
war, by the same youth advocating deliberation and conference.
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THIRTY-FOUR ON
DEBATING SQUAD

TALK ON CHEMISTRY
GIVEN OVER WCSH

ON CSANVELS. THE^

MY I4f RVES . . . AND, BOY,
HOW GOOD THEY TASTE!

THE EARTH HAS DOFFED HER CLOAK OF SNOW
by Charles D'Orleans
The earth has doffed her eloak of snow
Of wind and cold and crystal rain,
And donned a dress without a stain,
Of shining sun with golden glow.
There's not an animal
Or bird who does
The earth has doffed
Of wind and cold

below
not wild refrain:
her cloak of snow
and crystal rain.

Streams and fountains overflowIn joyous livery again
And waters sparkling like champagne;
That earth has doffed her cloak of snow.
Each object flaunts its wealth to show.
From the French
Owen Dodson
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First Round Of
Parlez
School Debates
Frao<gais
Set For March 16

Christianity Not
An Opiate States
Portland Pastor

rOLRQVOI PAIRK?

Question Under Discussion Is Gov't .
Radio Control

Rev. John C. Schroeder
Is Speaker Sunday
At Vespers

Huit millions, cinq cent un mille,
IQuarante-cinq hommes entre les agea
ide dix-neuf et de cinquante ans ont
;ete mobilises par la France pour la
Groupings for the preliminary Grande Guerre. De ce nombre-ci un
At the vesper service in the Chapround of the Bates Interscholastic million, trois cent-soixante-qnatre el Sunday afternoon. Reverend John
Debating League, Maine and New mille ont et6 tues. Soixante-quator- C. Schroeder, D. D., Pastor of the
Hampshire Division^:, have been an- ze mille hommes sont revenus mutiles State Street Congregational Church
nounced by Prof. Brooks Quimby. des champs de bataille. Trois millions in Portland, in his address. "The
All debates in this first-round will be d'hommes ont ete blesses. Sur vingt- Task of Religion", pointed out that
huit hommes en France il y en a eu the important aspect of religion is
held March 16.
The question under discussion thisjun de tue. En Allemagne la propor- that we cannot take it casually. We
vear is that of .government ra.dio con-| tion a ete d'un homme sur trente- hope to experience it easily,
irol. a proposition that is being dis-;cinq. Les Anglais ont perdu un hom- expect to get little from it, yet we
cussed by thousands of high school I me sur soixante-sept. II y a quatre are confused and uncertain.
teams in1 all parts of the country. I cent mille, six cents hommes qui ont
Religion may be remote, but its
Schools that win both debates inlperdu ou un bras ou une jambe et il appeal is ineradicable. The average
the first round will be eligible for|y en a beaucoup qui ont perdu les man's wants have increased from
the semi-finals which are held atldeux. La guerre a rendu quinze mille seventy-two, a hundred years ago,
Bates. Winners in each division are hommes fous. Chaque annee depuis to four hundred eighty-four to, liantpions in their respective statee. la Grande Guerre la Republique day. This eternal desire for someFollowing is a list of the schools Francaise paye deux cent-vlngt-huit thing better than one has, said the
an grouped:
millions de dollars de pension de speaker, will not be extinguished
retraite.
Maine Division
even in Utopia.
Croup A—Ashland Hight at CariAt the same time, universal and
Dix departements de ,1a France
bou; Caribou rlligh at Washburn; ont ete occupes par les Allemands strong as the desire for religion is.
Washburn High at Ao-hland.
pendant presque cinq ans. Ces de- men hesitate to give it allowance,
Group B^—A. C. I. at Presque Isle; partements-ci etaient les plus popu- because its ideas are not definite and
Preaque Isle High atiHoulton; Houl- leux de toute la France, le centre de its demands are not exact.
ton High at Mars Hill.
"A pig satisfied or a Socrates unla vie industrielle de ce pays. PresGroup C—!Mattanawacook Acad- que toutes les usines s'y trouvaient; satisfied" the speaker quoted as the
i my at Springfield; Eastern Maine les mines les plus importantes et les answer to those who expect from
Institute at Lee; L,ee Academy at terres les plus fertiles et les plus cul- religion only a blissful unconcern.
Lincoln.
tivees. Les Allemands ont mine tout. Those who have expected something
Group D—iMilo High at Oldtown;
Tous les chiffres du monde ne pen- have received something, as the exOldtown
High
at
Millinocket; vent pas mesurer la misere que la perience of people like l'aul, Wesley,
Stearns High at .Milo.
France a soufferte a cause de la guerCroup E—>Bangor High at Dover- re. Un champ de bataille n'est guere
Foxcroft; Foxcroft Academy at Pitts- un aspect ipvitant pour la reconstrucfield; M. C. I. at Bangor.
tion des fermes et des villages.
Croup F—Sedgwick High at
Une, autre guerre anjourd'hui (et
Brooklin; Brooklin (High at Dlue- ce n'est pas aussi improbable qu'on
hill; George Stevens Academy at le pense) serait mille fois plus deSmlgwiek.
sastreuse que la derniere. Une nation
Group G—.Harmony High at ou l'autre pourrait etre annihilee dellinckley;^Good Will High at Hart- pendant de la fortune. Les trenchees
land; Hartland Academy at Har- seraient presque negligeable. demomony.
dees. Avec les avances depuis 1920
Group H—iBingham High at Nor- ce n'est pas difficile d'imaginer les
ridgewock; N'orridgewock High at resultats d'une guerre prochaine. Les
non-combattants seraient etouffes
Solon; Solon High at Bingham.
Group I—Anson Academy at par le gaz nocif. Ceux qui auraient
North New Portland; Central High la meilleure chance d'echapper a la
at Kingfield; Stanley High at North mort seraient les armees qui savent
Anson.
combattre ce peril. Une autrc guerre
Group J—Gardiner High at Lis- entre les pays du monde resulterait
bon Falls; Lisbon Falls High at dans un tel choc que e'est douteux si
Hallowell; Hallowell High at Gardi- Ton s'en remettrait. Qu'importe le
ner.
motif, on paye bien cher si Ton a
Group K—Cony High at Deering; recours a la guerre.
Deering iHigh at South Portland;
William M. Thornton '35.
South' Portland High at Augusta.
Group L—Phillips High at FarmScience ie in danger of setting itington; Farmington High at Wilton; self up as an external code or frameWilton Academy at Phillips.
work, as did revealed religion.—JuGroup M—Buckfield High at lian Huxley.
Mexico; iMexico High at Canton;
Canton High at Buckfield.
Group N—Edward Little High at
Lewiston; Lewiston High at Turner
Center; Leavitt Institute at Rumford; Stephens High at Auburn.
Croup O—Rockland High at Camden; Camden High at Damariscotta;
Lincoln Academy at Rockland.
Group P—New Gloucester High at
Oxford; Oxford High at Mechanic
Falls; Mechanic Falls High at New
Gloucester.
Group Q—Westbrook High at
North Berwick; North Berwick High
at Westbrook.
Group R—Portland High at South
Berwick; Berwick Academy at Fryeburg; Fryeburg Academy at Portland.
New Hampshire Division
Group A—Corham High at Whitefield; Whitefield High at Groveton:
Groveton High at .Lancaster; Lancaster Academy at Gorham.
Group B—Laconia High at Kingston; Sanborn Seminary at New Bos*$
ion; New Boston High at Laconia.
Group C—'Nashua High at Portsmouth; Portsmouth High at Raymond; Raymond High at Nashua.

Grenfell. and Jane Adams has shown. I Tfjiii/l \fnJLPfFP
Christianity Is not an opiate. It '
makes Ufa Sitflcnlt and opens the
way to wider vision. Jesus expected
Paper Reprints
divine 111
ten
ItDBell and
for mankind.
Student Column
The music was by the college
choir, who •: ,
anthem "My
Soul shall i. • Joyfi . . b i ■ <i.i If in:
Well, well, certain columns of the
and responses by Hambleton and Student are getting famous. You reBeethov.-n. Prof. Seldon T. Crafis call the clever "Jimmie and Sally"
played the ' . ■.; ■ from "Reins" piece about card playing on Sunday
by Wai.
nd the in reception rooms? The Penn
"Grand Choraa \\\ C" from "Salome" Chronicle of Oskaloosa. Iowa reas postlude.
I printed in verbatim in their editorial
A pn -Ea
ill be heM column, adding the remark that it
at four-thirty, Sunday, March 25. was taken from an Exchange, but
under the allspices of the, McFar- that it perhaps fitted them too.
lane Club and the Council on ReliA DnTrerstty of Washington surgion. The speaker will be Reverend ,v shows that the average college
Ernest W. Robinson, Pastor of Clark student carries more money in his
Memorial M. E. Church, Portland. pocket than the average professor.
and that tli-• professor's secretaryCivilized man is subject to so ma- carries more money than the two of
ny inhibitions that he is rarely free them combined.
or happy.— The Rev. C. J. HardAt the U. of Berlin students are
wick.
allowed a period of six weeks to
The only race I ever lost was when analyze and elect their professors.
much as a great many raarmy son slipped one of my teddy bear
mascots to an opponent.—Gar Wood. riages at the V. of Utah have re-

LAKE ANDREWS GUESSING CONTEST
I predict that the Ice will leave LAKE ANDREWS

COMMENTS
YOUR NAME
YOUR AGE

sulted from the fact that men and 1
women students study in close pros- j
imitv at the library, the president
of the University has ruled that the
library be divided into two separate
s.-ctions. one for men and one for
co-eds.
A Columbia University professor
predicts that by 1 !*S0 colleges will
have abandoned their required courses, and all students will be able to
take whatever subjects they wish,
ignoring those they do not want. As
it is now, they only ignore those they
dislike, even though required to
take them.
The Parenthesis Club, unique organization at the State Teachers
College of Trenton, N. J., Is only
open to bow-legged men.
Co-eds at the University of Missouri who have signed a pledge not
to eat more than fifteen cents worth
of food when they are out on dates.
are finding themselves popular —
and rightly so, say the poor men.
At Lehigh the registrar's office
delayed mailing flunk notices for
the quarter until the following
Monday in order not to dampen
spirits for the coming house party
week-end. Darned nice of them, we
We carry a large assortment
of—
Men's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and
Unfitted Cases
Men's Billfolds
Ladies' Hand Bags
And
Small Leather Goods

Fogg's Leather Store

(Guesses of persons under 21 will not be accepted)

128 Main Street.

ENLARGED PROGRAM
' OF INDOOR DRILL
Continued From Page 1
work as a quarterback, is being tried
at left halfback. He has done some
punting, and since Bates is in need
of halfbacks who can punt, it maybe that Handsome Jack Parritt is
slated for a position in the halfback
ranks.
In the punting drills Red Conrad
has shown marked ability, and although he lacks weight and height,
he is improving in his kicking all of
the time.
Charlie Paige is another halfback
1o join the squad this week. He
was a newcomer to football last fall,
but developed rapidly during the season, and should be a valuable addition to the roster of backfield candidates working out in the cage.
say. Sort of the "Dance. Drink, and
Make Merry—for tomorrow you die"
Idea.
X
X

TUFTS COLLEGE

X
X

I*
IX

Dental School

x
x

I X

Founded 1900

h

*

x

* HOWARD M. MARJEKISON, D.M.D., M
X
Dean Tnfts CoUcge Dental School
X 390 Huntington Ave.
Boston, Haas. X

ONLY THE
CENTER LEAVES FOR

LE

MESSAGER

Job Printers
Publishers

The

225

Fireside
Tea Room

PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99Main St.,
AUBURN, ME

CANDLELIGHT
SUPPERS

BILL

EVERY SUNDAY
NIGHT
Telephone 4022
17 DAVIS STREET, Lewiston.

LISBON STREET

1 MERRILL
& WEBBER
COMPANY

Where Eds and Co-eds Moot

The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

Leave vour films at the College Store for quality developing and
printing. Our prices arc reasonable, and the service good.

Bates College Photo Service

Lucky Strike present*
the Metropolitan
Opera Company

'.-■'„, vJSK^*-*

Fred A. Smyth, '36
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
U5WISTON
Main Street

Brine Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
24

HOOE

This picture tells better than words the
merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies
use only the center leaves. Not the top
leaves, because those arc under-developed—not ripe. Not the bottom leaves,
because those are inferior in quality—
they grow close to the ground and are
tough, coarse and always sandy. The
center leaves are the mildest leaves, the

finest in quality. These center leaves
are cut into long, even strands and are
fully packed into each and every Lucky
—giving you a cigarette that is always
round, firm, completely filled—no loose
ends. Is it any wonder that Luckies are
so truly mild and smooth? And in
addition, you know, "It's toasted"—
for throat protection, for finer taste.

Saturday at 1.50 P. M.,
Eaasern Standard Tone, over
Red and Blue Network* of
NBC. Luc IT Strike will
broadcast the Metropolitan
Opera Company of New York
in the complete Opera, "Lucia
di Lyunmermoor''

SBBVIOE

"THE QUALITY SHOP
T«l. 1817-W
3 Minutes from the Campus

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist
Pn" Drugs

and Medicines

PSESCRIFTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATE*

Comer Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves
1Z

[.

CowrUht. 1.34, The American TtHua Company.

X

X DENTISTRY has developed into »a X
■ ■ important bninrit of health service. In
" order t«> meet its obligation to humani- X
I X '>'• '' '"'* d" men and women of the X
Uflwl intellect, backed by superior
X
X training.
I X
College men and women who are X
._ interested in a career in this field of ..
X work may obtain a prospectus of the •»
V edtutatioual requirements by address* j£

x

Lewiston.

115

NOT the top levrc*—they're undtr-itvtloped
—they are hank I

Cream of the Crop

:ZL

"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior •»
quality—coarse and always sandy I

\[(e
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Sports
Comments

Saunders And Black
Matched In Mile Run
Continued From Page 1

INTERCLASS STANDING
IX BASKETBALL
Won
Lost
5
0
Juniors
4
1
Kophomorcs
1
4
Seniors
5
0
Freshmen

Avg.

. 1.800
.sot>
.200
.000

Smith are capable of very good time
but do not seem to be up to this
LEADING SCORERS
pair. Marsh, the University Club
Goals Fouls Tot.
half-mile champion, cannot be over- Peffleaae '37
14
12
40
looked,
but
it
is
very
unlikely
that
By NATE MHJBOBX
10
6
38
Amstrong '37
he will upset the dopsters.
15
4
34
Amrein '34
Ernie Black is slated to run the Sinclair '34
15
4
34
We realise ttat this column is not
mile
for
Maine
against
Bob
Saunders.
29
iiit<ii<l<<l for «-<li«orial comment nor
(urtin '30
11
«lo we believe in criticising every- the state half mile champion. The
Maine
star
finished
ahead
of
Saundthing that does not meet with our
own personal approval. Neverthe- ers in the University Club meet but
less, we «lo feel that really Hates will be pushed to the limit to turn
needs some organised plan for hand- the trick again here. Semetauskis
ling newspaper publicity. Naturally has been improving steadily and
we are interested in seeing our ath- looks like a third, while.Malloy may
letic teams make the sport pages for surprise with very fast time if he is
we feel that every prospeetive ath- running right.
In the two mile. Bates will have
lete gains Ids first impression of this
college from the newspaper pages. Winston. Raymond and Tubbs who
Blacks,
You can't have gooil teams without will probably face both
whose performances in this event
good material to work with.
will depend on how much they will
Publicity does not make good have to extend themselves in their
teams but it is needed if others are first races. Winston has been improvgoing to know our accomplishments. ing readily and should run a fine
Lawrence Floyd of Portsmouth.
Today
student
reporters supply race but will undoubtedly find the
New Hampshire, and William Metz
southern Maine papers with news Black's too fast for him.
Kishon is favored to win the shot of Dexter, Maine, are the best debut the rest of New Kngland, -and
especially the Boston district, where and discus but the 35 pound weight baters among the contestants in the
many of the best athletes live, re- is a toss-up between him and Favor Freshmen Prize Debates held last
mains practically untouched. We of the Stein school. Kramer is like- Friday in the Little Theatre. These
feel that Bates teams are just as lv to place in the discus while Garlin two men will receive prizes of ten
good as many college outfits that and Anicetti may land the third in dollars as a result of their work.
In both debates the negative team's
crash the newspapers every day. The the thirty-five pound weight.
The high jump will bring together were victorious. Each member of the
only reason that we do not is beKramer,
whose
foot
has
been
botherwinning teams is awarded a five
cause sports editors have no means
of learning about us unless we hap- ing him lately, and Webb and Eaton dollar prize. The prize winners on
of
Maine.
The
Bates
captain
should
pen to be playing a team that furthe negative of the question. Renishes information about their op- take the event while Cooper and solved:
That the
United States
Case
will
press
the
Maine
men
for
ponent.
should adopt the essential features
the other places.
of the British system of radio broadThe broad jump is doubtful and casting, are William
"lt~"is~true~"'that a well managed
Metz.
Jean
Harry Keller is Lowry of Milton, Mass.. and Arnpublicity bureau would cost money Bates' best bet,
but being a firm believer in the handicapped by lack of practice. Ho old Kenseth of Milton, Mass. Their
competition from opponents were Ruth Merrill, James
power of the printed pnge we feel will meet keen
that, such money would be a good Gaffney, Webb, and Ireland of Maine Grossbard, and Ruth Robinson. In
investment. If a thousand more peo- but will be helped by his familiarity the second debate on the adoption
ple could be attracted to our football of the take-off in the local cage.
of the Oxford system of education
games, ami that is possible, such a
Louis Meagher, because of his in the United States, Ernest Robinservice would pay for itself two or showing at
the
University Club son of Houlton. Maine, and Harriett
three times over. The only way games, should be almost certain to Durkee of Mansfield Center, Conn.,
public interest can be developed in outscore the Maine vaulters, while won the five dollar prizes. Marany athletic event is by acquainting Ken Bates may pick up a third.
garet McKusick and Lawrence Floyd
—
:o:
the public with the team and by givwere on the affirmative.
There
are
two
kinds
of
education.
ing them something to look forward
For the first debate. Prof. Anders
One
is
that
which
makes
you
pass
to.
Myhrman and Frank Murray were
examinations, the other is the one judges along with the audience.
The ideal bureau would be con- you enjoy. This makes education an Prof. George Ramsdell and Dr. Willducted by a person who had had ex- atmosphere, a discipline- and a lift, iam Whitehorne were the judges
perience and a thorough knowledge and produces a human being.—Bish- in the second debate. Charles Markof this work but we realise the finan- op David of Liverpool.
ell, president of the freshman class,
cial problem that the administration
presided at the first debate, and
is facing at the present time. NevMargaret Melcher, vice-president of
THE
ertheless, each year there are one or
the class, at the second. Arrangetwo students who can write good |
ments were in the hand of James
press dispatches and who could work
O'Brien '3 7 who acted as manager.
under the supervision of a faculty
.
—:o:
member. A bureau organized on the
Any one who thinks science is
Don't Forget — The College trying to make human life easier or
plan of the STUDENT staff and supervised by an older person could
Store is owned and operated by more pleasant is utterly mistaken.
send out daily dispatches to all the
—Albert Einstein.
the College to serve you. We
papers with little time and trouble.

Floyd And Metz
Win $10 Prizes
In '37 Debates

Negative Teams Victorious In Class
Clashes

College Store

Without a doubt this plan would
not. work out to the satisfaction of
everyone but it would be a decided
improvement over the present conditions. We do feel something should
bo done to help the world know us
better and we feel that an organized
method of news release and an effocient cut service would be a great
forward step.
Next Saturday is going to see one
of the most exciting track meets held
hero in many long months. The U.I
of Maine will be the guests of Jtayi
Thompson's charges and if things goj
as expected one or two points will I
tell the winner. It is true that Maine
was second in the University Clubj
meet and Bates was third but in the
dual meet the freshmen will be
■ eligible and Kishon, Gore, and the
others who will be competing will
make a big difference.
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By DOROTHY KI.MBALL
With the annual Gym Meet only
a few weeks away, the competition
has been growing keener between
the teams. As the Garnets were
triumphant in both the major sports
this winter season, they iiave caught
up to the Blacks who were leading
earlier in the year. Now all eyes are
focused on the final decisive contest—the annual Gym Demonstration to be held in the middle of
March.
Winter Sports Meet
On last Wednesday afternoon, the
varsity Winter
Sport's
Meet was
held on Mount David and Rand
Field, which the Garnets won. The
contest was divided into two parts
- -the freshmen, and the combined
sophomore, junior and senior classes. The Garnets won all three events
held in the freshman division with
the following girls winning firsts:
Ski dash—Jeannette Walker (GK
Ski down hill for form- Jeannette
Walker (G); Snowshoe dash—Allison Dunlap (G). In the upper class
meet, the Garnets and Blacks were
more evenly divided, each winning
two events. The results were: Ski
down hill for form—Betty Hobbs
(B); Ski up hill for form—Betty
Hobbs (BV, Ski dash—Hilda Gellerson (G); Snowshoe Dash—Connie Fuller (G).
All-College Basketball Game
A fast and exciting game of
basketball was played in the allcollege contest in Rand Gym last
Friday afternoon. The Garnets were
victorious by a final score of 30 to
24. Outstanding in swift and accurate shooting were Ruth Frye and
Kitty Thomas for the Garnets and
Adele Testa and Mary Ham for the
Blacks. Electa Corson and Ruth
Wight
were
exceptionally
good
guards, showing
great teamwork
and snappy playing. The lineup was
as follows:
Blacks
Garnets
D. Wheeler (Ham) c.
S. Hughes c.
A. Redlon s. c.
E. Rich s. c.
R. Frye r. f. M. Ham r. I.(Wheeler
A. Testa 1. f.
K Thomas 1. f.
G. Lepage 1. g.
E Corson 1. g.
F. Atwood r. g.
K. Wight r. g.
Subs
Subs
D. Kimball
J. Murray
D. Martin
P. Anrewa
D. Hous
B. Worthley

DANCE HELD FRIDAY
Frosh Trackmen
BY SENIOR GIRLS
Beat Bridgton
\ "shockingly good time was had
The Bates freshmen kept the:'.- bv all at the Senior Girls' Dance^
record untarnished by defeating a v,hi,;, was held on Friday( evening
surprisingly strong Bridgton Acad- in the "Y" Room of Chase Hall. The
emy team 48 1-2 to 32 1-2. Tony decoration of the room was in keepKishon. blonde freshmen star, col- ing with the season. Music was prolected nineteen points to lead his rtded bv DeMarco'8 Diminished Bobteam to victory. Buck Gore waltzed cats and dancing lasted from sevento an easv victory in the mile and thly to ten-thirty. The following
placed second in both the three hun- eirls
were present:
m„_
g
Marjorle Bennett, Luc.enne Wandred and the dash.
Bud Catlin, former South Port- chard. Verna Brackett. Theresa Buck.
Arline
Edwards,
land star, was the outstanding prep Celeste Carver.
■school star. Catlin won the high Constance Fuller. Verna Geddee,
jump with five feet «™ lnehea, Helen Goodwin, Olive Grover, Rutn
Tneodate
placed third in the broad jump and Johnson, Doris Neilson.
Beatrice
second in the high hurd es. The 600 Proctor. Marjorle Reid.
tto d
yard battle between Billy
° ^ : Salsbury, Gwendolyn Spear, Dorothy
of Bridgton and Art Damelsoi. of the i Sweeney. Elisabeth
Wilson,
Eva
frosh was the feature of the meet^ : Young. Crescentia Zahn, and Miss
d rd
Going into the last lap. W ™ » /"** Ada Stetson, of Hingham, Mass.
in second place ten yards be haul
The guests included:
Danielson. With a terrific kuk he
Arnold Ruegg, Spencer Furbush,
caught the faltering frosh star and James Balano. John David. Gale
Freeman. John Dority. Arthur Amled him to the tape by three yard*.
Bob Rowe of the freshmen turned ! rein. Charles
Markell.
Raymond
in a nice race in the relay for the Harwood, Bernard Loomer, Martin
best leg of the race. Rowe gained
about ten yardr, on his opponen,.
This event didn't count in the .scoring.

CAMERA CLUB WILL
MEET FRIDAY NIGHT
The Bates Camera Club will hold
its bi-weekly meeting on
Friday
night. March 2. at 6:45. in the lecture room of the Physics department.
Carnegie Science Hall.
Fred Smvth haa charge of this
meeting and
will lead in a discussion concerning
16 millimeter
movies. In his talk he will explain
the art in taking movies on 16 millimeter film and the results that may
be obtained. To further explain the
topic of discussion, several reels of
recently taken film of this size will
be shown.
Because there seems to be some
misunderstanding in regard to its
membership, the Camera Club Wishes
to announce that all members of the
student body and Faculty are cordially invited to become members of
the club. There is no financial obligation of any type involved.

Stevens, Robert Fish, Richard Stetson, Dayton Taylor, Wendell Craw,
shaw Elwin Towne. Robert Hans.
com Robert Darling, Edgar Penneli,
Burton Dunfield. and Albert Oliver.
Chaperones were Dr. and Mrs. A
N Leonard, and Dr. and Mrs. Wilt
ia'm H. Sawyer.
Marceleine Conley, Louise Malli„son, Pauline Jones, and Helen Shorey assisted the committee in serving refreshments.

Lewiston Monumental
Works
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
JAMES P. MTJBPHT CO., INC.
6 to 10 Bates Street.
Lewiston.
Telephone 4634-R

THE NEW
DENTISTRY

Fred C. McKenney

^A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career
THE Harvard University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
profession.
A "CLASS A" SCHOOL
Write for catalogue

Omar College and Sabattna Btna*
WASHMQ AMD QKEASTJtO

We can show you a varied selection of

PEIZE CUPS

Leroy M. 8. Miner. D.M.D.. M.O.. D«u
Uepl. 5, I ttS Longwood Ave.. Boston. Man.

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
Compliments of
LADLES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS

TUFTS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS

BROTHERS

CLOCKS
of all kinds

Gym Demonstration
In preparation for the Gym Meet,
beginning this week, classes will
be held for three times a week in
each minor activity of this season.
Concentrating on special demonstrative numbers, both the Gan
and Blacks are busy in the tolk
natural and tap dancing, and the
stunts and tumbling classes.

Printing Specialists

BARNSTONE-OSG00D
COMPANY

TELEPHONE 1710
193 Middle Street

Jewelers

Lewiston

Lewiston. Maine

carry a full line of Reliable
Merchandise for your convenience.
YOU ARE ALWAYS

WELCOME

SAT

IT

WITH

ICE

OEEnM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates lt04

This year the weight events will
probably tell the winner. Maine has
some great performers in the strong
Lewiston—Rumtord—rarmlngton
man events while Kishon is outLv.
Lewiston—
standing tor the local boys. Dopc7.45 A.M., 12.45 P.M., 4.25 P.M
slcrs have been busy for several days
and they all state that one or two Lv. Rumford—
7.»5 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.15 P.M
events will swing the meet. It should Lv. Farmington—
be a mighty interesting afternoon.
7.30 A.M.. 12.30 P.M., 4.10 P.M
Coaches Spinkn and McCluekey are
supervising the football candidates
in their practice sessions held in the
cage three times a week. They are
having their share of the worries,
•for when Bill Pricher left school
PORTRAIT—Commercial and
this winter they lost an all-state halfback and the only dependable punter
Finishing Photography
on the squad. (Right now the boys
are spending a lot of time booting
New Studio
around the pig skin while the coachen are on the sharp look out for a
At
135 Main St.,
likely toe that can be developed by
education.
Lewiston, - Maine.

THE BLUE LINE

You hear a lot today
about balanced diet—
.. and there's something top
in the way tobaccos are balanced that makes a cigarette
milder and makes it taste
better.
I keep coming back to
that statement on the back
of the Chesterfield package—

Harry L.Plummer

GROUND FLOOR

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

CHESTERFIELD•••(TGARETTES

Where The Bobcats Meet

ARE A BALANCED BLEND
OF THE FINEST AROMATIC
TURKISH TOBACCO AND
THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAL
AMERICAN VARIETIES
BLENDED IN THE CORRECT
PROPORTION TO BRING
OUT THE FINER QUALITIES
OF EACH TOBACCO.

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Geo. V. Turgeon
COMPANY
80 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
Sign "BIG CHIME CLOCK'

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston. Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Cykesterfi

We believe you'll enjoy
Chesterfields and we ask you
to try them.

—the cigarette that's MILDER
—the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

11934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

